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Laser spectroscopy of muonic atoms
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Laser excitation

 We measured 10
 2S-2P transitions in 
 μp, μd, μ3He+, μ4He+

µ

Theoretical predictions:
QED + Nuclear structure+ p, d, 3He, 4He 

charge radii
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Extracting the proton radius from 𝛍p

�Eth
2P�2S = 206.0336(15)� 5.2275(10) r2p + 0.0332(20) [meV]

mµ ⇡ 200me�Esize = 2⇡(Z↵)
3 r2p | nl(0)|2

= 2(Z↵)4

3n3 m3
r r2p �l0

2S1/2

2P1/2

2P3/2

 F=0

 F=0

 F=1

 F=2
 F=1
 F=1

23 meV

8.4 meV

3.8 meV
fin. size:

206 meV
50 THz
6 µm

Measure 2S-2P splitting (20 ppm)
and compare with theory

→ proton radius

The most interesting

r2p = �6
dGE(Q2)

dQ2

���
Q2=0
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Principle of the µp 2S-2P experiment

Produce many µ− at keV energy

Form µp by stopping µ− in 1 mbar H2 gas

Measure the 2 keV X-rays from 2P-1S decay

 2 P

1 S

2 S
2 keV γ

Laser

1 S

2 S
 2 P

2 keV γ

99 %
n~14

1 %

Fire laser to induce the 2S-2P transition
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µp formation Laser excitation Plot number of X-rays vs laser frequency
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The first 𝛍p resonance (2010)

laser frequency [THz]
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e-p scattering

CODATA-06 our value

O2H
calib.

Systematics: 300 MHz
Statistics: 700 MHz

Discrepancy:
5.0� $ 75 GHz $ �⌫/⌫ = 1.5⇥ 10�3

Pohl et al., Nature 466, 213 (2010)
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Three ways to the proton radius

Proton charge radius [fm]
0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.9

CODATA-2010

H spectroscopy

scatt. Mainz

scatt. JLab

p 2010µ

p 2013µ

σ6.7 

e-

µp spectroscopy

p

µ-

H spectroscopy

p

e--p scattering

 H 2 
e-

Pohl et al., Nature 466, 213 (2010)
Antognini et al., Science 339, 417 (2013)
Pohl et al., Science 353, 669 (2016)
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The proton radius puzzle

• μp experiment

• μp theory

• H experiments

• e-p scattering

• BSM physics

• sensitive to the radius

• insensitive to systematical effects             

✓

⇠ 1/m ✓

Rarely criticised since:

⇠ m3R2
p

mµ ⇡ 200me
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The proton radius puzzle

• μp experiment

• μp theory

• H experiments

• BSM physics

• e-p scattering

QED

+ + many 
more

Two-photon exchange ✓✓✓✓ (✗)

+

✓✓✓✓

Finite-size contributions ✓✓✓✓
= �5.2275(10)r2p

Pachucki, Carlson, Birse, McGovern, 
Pineda, Peset, Gorchtein, Pascalutsa, 
Vanderhaeghen, Alarcon, Miller, Paz, Hill, 
Hagelstein, Tomalak… 

Pachucki, Borie, Eides, 
Karschenboim, Jentschura, 
Martynenko, Indelicato
Pineda, Peset…
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The proton radius puzzle

• μp experiment

• μp theory

• H experiments

• BSM physics

• e-p scattering

Chiral EFT

Phenomenological
- dispersion relations
- data
- subtraction term

AGREEMENT 
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Technicalities on TPE in 𝛍p

Slide stolen from Gorchtein
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Technicalities on TPE in 𝛍p

Slide stolen from Gorchtein
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Two Photon Exchange: Modeling
“Aggressive” modeling: use OPE for Q2 � 1 GeV2

- Model unknown Q4: add �L(Q2) = ±Q2/⇤2

L with ⇤L ⇡ 500 MeV
- Model unknown 1/Q4: add �H(Q2) = ±⇤2

H/Q2 with ⇤H ⇡ 500 MeV
Interpolating:

)2 (GeV2Q
0 0.5 1 1.5 2

)2
(0

, Q
1

W

20−

10−

0

10

Energy contribution: �E (2S)W1

(0,Q2

) 2 [�0.046meV, �0.021meV]
To explain the puzzle need this to be ⇠ �0.3 meV
Caveats: OPE might be only valid for larger Q2

W
1

(0,Q2) might be di↵erent than the interpolated lines
Gil Paz (Wayne State University) The Proton Radius Puzzle 30

Pachucki, PRA 60, 3593 (1999)
Nevado, Pineda, PRC 77, 035202 (2008)
Peset, Pineda, EPJA 51, 32 (2015)
Peset, Pineda, NPB 887, 69 (2014)
Carlson, Vanderhaeghen, PRA 84, 020102 (2011)
Hill, Paz, PRL 107, 160402 (2011)
Miller, arXiv:1209.4667 (2012)
Birse, McGovern, EPJA 48, 120 (2012)
Miller, PLB 718, 1078 (2013)
Gorchtein et al., PRA 87, 052501 (2013)] 
Alarcon, Lensky, Pascalutsa,EPJC 74, 2852 (2014)
Tomalak, Vanderhaeghen, PRD 90, 013006 (2014)
Tomalak, Vanderhaeghen, EPJC 76, 125 (2016)
Hill, Paz, PRD 95, 094017 (2017)
...

Subtraction term:
- low Q2:         NRQED + LEC
- medium Q2: unknown
- high Q2:       OPE expansion

How reliable is the TPE in 𝛍p?

Hill, Paz
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The proton radius puzzle

• μp experiment

• μp theory

• H experiments

• BSM physics

• e-p scattering
Pachucki, Carlson, Birse, McGovern, Pineda,  Peset, Gorchtein, 
Pascalutsa, Hagelstein, Vanderhaeghen, Tomalak,  Martynenko, 
Alarcon, Miller, Paz, Hill, Llanes-Estrada, Szczepaniak… 

Uncertainties and discrepancy

0.3          meV    Discrepancy

0.01        meV:   TPE uncertainty conservatively (Hill, Pineda..)
0.0020    meV:   TPE uncertainty (McGovern, Pascalutsa…) 
0.0015    meV:   QED+other uncertainties
0.00027  meV:   3ɣ uncertainty (Pachucki)

0.0023    meV:    Muonic hydrogen measurement uncertainty
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The proton radius puzzle

• μp experiment

• μp theory

• H experiments

• BSM physics

• e-p scattering 1S

2S 2P

3S 3D
4S
8S

1S-2S

2S-4P 2S-8D

• Two unknown:         ,R1 Rp

• Two groups of measurements: 

- 1S-2S:  10-15 rel. accuracy 

- others:  <10-13 rel. accuracy 
✓ ✓
✓ ✗

EnS ' R1
n2

+
QED+ kR2

p

n3

1S-3S: arXiv1801.08816
2S-4P: Science 358, 79–85 (2017)

 broader lines, more prone to systematics
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The proton radius puzzle (2010)

• μp experiment

• μp theory

• H experiments

• BSM physics

• e-p scattering

0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1

2S1/2 -  2P1/2
2S1/2 -  2P1/2
2S1/2 -  2P3/2

1S-2S + 2S- 4S1/2
1S-2S + 2S- 4D5/2
1S-2S + 2S- 4P1/2
1S-2S + 2S- 4P3/2
1S-2S + 2S- 6S1/2
1S-2S + 2S- 6D5/2
1S-2S + 2S- 8S1/2
1S-2S + 2S- 8D3/2
1S-2S + 2S- 8D5/2
1S-2S + 2S-12D3/2
1S-2S + 2S-12D5/2
1S-2S + 1S - 3S1/2

Havg = 0.8779 +- 0.0094 fm
µp : 0.84087 +- 0.00039 fm

proton charge radius (fm)   

4𝜎 only when averaging
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The proton radius puzzle

• μp experiment

• μp theory

• H experiments

• BSM physics

• e-p scattering

Large sensitivity to rp
 requires low-precision meas.

Large insensitivity to systematics
But difficult to see the signal

H
µp

Low sensitivity to rp
 requires high-precision
 fight with systematics

But “easy” to see the signal

Explain the discrepancy by shifting the
µp (2S-2P) 100� 75 GHz 4�
H (1S-2S) 4’000� 40 kHz 40�
H (2S-4P) < 1.5� 9 kHz 7 · 10�4 �
H (2S-2P) < 1.5� 5 kHz 7 · 10�4 �

� : exp accuracy

� : line width
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The proton radius puzzle

• μp experiment

• μp theory

• H experiments

• BSM physics

• e-p scattering

3

• Besides µ

H, we make use of the preliminary re-

sults on the Lamb shifts in muonic deuterium and

muonic 4He. In the case of µD a discrepancy similar

to that of µH between the charge radius extracted

via the Lamb shift of µD, r
µ
D = 2.1272(12) fm [28]

and the CODATA average from electronic mea-

surements, rD = 2.1213(25) fm [3], exists. This

could be also be explained by a scalar coupled to

muons that results in a change to the Lamb shift

of �

E

µD
L

= �0.368(78) meV [14, 29]. The simi-

larity of this shift to the one required in µ

H con-

strains the coupling of � to the neutron. For µ
4He,

the radii extracted from the muonic Lamb shift

measurement, r

µ
4He

= 1.677(1) fm [30], and elas-

tic electron scattering, r4He = 1.681(4) fm [31], re-

quire the change in the Lamb shift due to �

ex-

change to be compatible with zero, �

E

µ4He+

L
=

�1.4(1.5) meV [14]. Since these results are pre-

liminary, we draw constraints at the 3� level. Note

that using the ratio of nuclear to hydrogen Lamb

shifts for D and He via Eq. (2) allows us to obtain

the ratio ✏n/✏p independently of the value of ✏µ and

✏p.

Using these observables (with the constraints imposed

by Eqs. (1-3)) we limit the ratio of the coupling of � to

neutrons and protons, ✏n/✏p, as shown in Fig. 2. If the

couplings to neutron and proton are of the same sign,

these constraints are qui
te strong, driven by the neutron-

208Pb scattering limits for m� . 10 MeV and the µ

4He

measurement for larger masses. If the couplings are of

opposite sign, they interfere destructively, masking the

e↵ects of the � and substantially weakening the limits on

the magnitudes of ✏n, ✏p.

For a given value of ✏n/✏p, we can use the shift of the

binding energy in N

= Z

nuclear matter and the dif-

ference in binding energies of 3H and 3He to constrain

✏p. We show these bounds in Fig. 1, varying ✏n/✏p over

its allowed range as a function of m�. These measure-

ments limit the mass of the scalar that simultaneously

explains the proton radius and (g � 2)µ discrepancies to

100 keV . m� . 100 MeV. These upper and lower limits

on the allowed value of m� are also indicated on the plot

of the required values of ✏µ in Fig. 3.

We now explore the coupling of the scalar to electrons,

which is of particular experimental importance because

electrons are readily produced and comparatively sim-

ple to understand. The limits on the coupling ✏e are

similar to many that have been placed on the dark pho-

ton in recent years (see, e.g. [33]). Below, we describe

the experimental quantities used to derive limits on the

electron-scalar coupling
.

Scalar exchange shifts the anomalous magnetic mo-

ment of the electron; see Eq. (1) with l

= e

. As empha-

sized in Ref. [34], the measurement of (g�2)e is currently

used to extract the fine structure constant. A constraint

on ✏e can therefore be derived by comparing the inferred

value of ↵ with a value obtained from a measurement that

FIG. 4. (Color online) Exclusion (shaded regions) plot for

✏e. The thick red, thin blue, thin dashed yellow, and thick

dashed green lines correspond to the constraints from electron

anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)e, beam dump experi-

ments, Bhabha scattering, and the Lamb shift of hydrogen.

The region between the two vertical gray regions are allowed

using the scalar mass range from Fig. 1. The regions A and

B (dotted) could be covered by proposed experiments in [32],

[10], and the study [33].

isn’t sensitive to the contribution of the scalar boson. We

use the precision study of 87Rb [35]. Requiring that these

two measurements agree implies that �ae < 1.5⇥ 10�12

(2 S.D.).
Bhabha scattering, e

+
e

� ! e

+
e

�, can be used to

search for the scalar boson by looking for a resonance

due to �

exchange. Motivated by earlier results from

heavy-ion collisions near the Coulomb barrier, a group

working at GSI [36] used a clean time-stable monoener-

getic positron beam incident on a metallic Be foil. No

resonances were observed at the 97% C.L. within the

experimental sensitivity of 0.5 b eV/sr (c.m.) for the

energy-integrated di↵erential cross section. Given the

small value of ✏e the only relevant process is the s-
channel

exchange of a �

boson. Using a narrow width approxi-

mation, the energy-integr
ated di↵erential cross section

in

the c.m. frame is given by

Z
d

p
s

d

�

d

⌦
= ✏

2
e

↵

⇡

4m�

s
1�

4m2
e

m

2
�

.

(8)

Beam dump experiments have long been used to search

for light, weakly coupled particles that decay to leptons

or photons [32, 33, 37].
If coupled to electrons, � bosons

could be produced in such experiments and decay to

e

+
e

� or �

�

pairs depending on its mass. The produc-

tion cross section for the scalar boson, not in the cur-

rent literature, is discussed in a longer paper [38] to be

presented at a later time. Previous work simplified the

evaluation of the integral over phase space by using the

Weizacker-Williams (WW) approximation. However, the

approximation relies on an assumption that the mass of

the new particle is much greater than electron mass. Our

2
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<�σ

�����

�����

����� ��

�������

μ→��

����

����/�

����� ���+�-→γ�

�����
�+�-→μ+μ

-�
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����

���

�
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���

�� (���)

ξ ℓ�

FIG. 1. Left panel: Constraints on the coupling to leptons (in terms of both ⇠S
` = g`(v/m`) and ✏e↵ = ge/e) as a function of the scalar

mass, based purely on the e↵ective theory in Eq. (3). The region where (g � 2)µ is discrepant at 5� is shaded in red, while the green

shaded band shows where the current discrepancy is brought below 2�. We show constraints from the beam dumps E137, Orsay, and E141.

The projected sensitivities from µ ! 3e, NA48/2, NA62, HPS, analyses of existing data from COMPASS and B-factories, as well as a

projected sensitivity at BELLE II are also shown. (See Section 3 for details.) Right panel: Constraints on the L2HDM+' UV completion

of the e↵ective theory in Eq. (3), as described in Sec. 2. Model independent results are as in the left panel. In addition, for this particular

UV completion, there are constraints on the model from searches for h ! SS ! 2µ2⌧ , B ! K(⇤)`+`�, and Bs ! µ+µ�. We have set

tan� = 200, mH = mH± = 500 GeV, and m12 = 1 TeV. (See Section 4 for details.)

particle couples to leptons with a coupling strength onthe order of the SM lepton Yukawa couplings, which inthe case of the muon is mµ/v ' 4⇥10�4, the muon g�2
problem can be solved. Thus we are motivated to study
the e↵ective Lagrangian of an elementary scalar S,

Le↵ =
1

2
(@µS)2 � 1

2
m2

SS
2 +

X

l=e,µ,⌧

g`S``, (3)

with gl ⇠ ml/v as a promising phenomenological model.
Given that S is not the SM Higgs boson, the interac-
tion terms in (3) may appear to contradict SM gauge
invariance. Thus, at minimum, Eq. (3) requires an ap-
propriate UV completion, generically in the form of newparticles at the electroweak (EW) scale charged under the
SM gauge group. On the other hand,

i

f a UV-complete
model is found that represents a consistent generalizationof (3), the light scalar solution to the muon g � 2 prob-
lem deserves additional attention. Another impetus for
studying very light beyond-the-SM (BSM) scalars comes
from the existing discrepancy of the muon- and electron-
extracted charge radius of the proton [13].This paper presents a detailed study of light scalars
with enhanced coupling to leptons, and provides a vi-
able UV-completion of Eq. (3) through what we dubthe ‘leptonic Higgs portal’. We also analyze a variety of
phenomenological consequences of the model. The phe-
nomenology of a light scalar coupled to leptons resembles
in many ways the phenomenology of the dark photon, but
with the distinct feature that the couplings to individual

flavors are non-universal and proportional to the mass.
As a result, at any given energy the production of sucha scalar is most e�cient using the heaviest kinematically
accessible lepton. We identify the most important searchmodes for the scalar that could decisively explore its lowmass regime. Our main conclusion is that an elementary
scalar with coupling to leptons ` scaling as m` can be
very e�ciently probed, and in particular the whole mass
range consistent with a solution of the muon g � 2 dis-
crepancy can be accessed through an analysis of existing
data and in upcoming experiments.
Our full UV-complete model is based on the lepton-

specific two Higgs doublet model with an additional light
scalar singlet. The mixing of the singlet with compo-
nents of the electroweak doublets results in the e↵ective
Lagrangian of Eq. (3). The model also induces addi-
tional observables, and thus constraints, due to the fact
that S receives small but nonvanishing couplings to the
SM quarks and gauge bosons. We note that the UVcompletion presented in this work is not unique. For
an alternative UV completion of the same model utiliz-
ing vector-like fermions at the weak scale, see Ref. [14].
While many aspects of the low-energy phenomenology
based on the e↵ective Lagrangian (3) are similar in bothapproaches, the UV-dependent e↵ects are markedly dif-
ferent (especially for flavor-changing observables).This paper is organized as follows. In the next sectionwe discuss light scalars coupled to leptons and a possi-
ble UV completion of such models via the leptonic Higgs
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MeV force carrier still resist
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FIG. 3: The parameter space necessary to satisfy experimen-tal constraints. Solid lines refer to constraints on Cµ
V . Dashedlines refer to constraints on Cµ

A. The green band, outlined bysolid lines, is the constraint on Cµ
V necessary to solve theproton radius problem (±2�). The shaded red region is therestricted region of Cµ

V due to the constraint that the branch-ing ratio for W goes to µ⌫�V + µ⌫�A must be less than 4%under the assumption that Cµ
A solves the muonic g � 2 prob-lem. The shaded orange region is the restricted region on Cµ

V
due to energy splittings in muonic Mg and Si at 2�. Thegreen band, outlined by dashed lines, is the constraint on Cµ

A
necessary to solve the muonic g � 2 problem (±2�) under theassumption Cµ

V solves the proton radius problem (±2�).

significantly opening up the allowed parameter space for(CA, m�).

In Fig. 3 we see that there are broad regions of param-eter space for which we can find values of Cµ
V , Cµ

A, andm� that simultaneously solve the proton radius puzzleand the muonic g � 2 discrepancy while satisfying theconsidered experimental constraints.
For completeness, we also comment on radiative cor-rections to Z ! µ+µ� decay, namely Z ! µ�µ+�V andµ�µ+�A decay as represented in Fig. 4.

4

CV for Lam
b��2⌃ ⇥
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⌅Mg, ⌅Si
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b��2⌃ ⇥ and �g⇥2⇥⌅��2⌃ ⇥

0 10 20 30 40 50

10⇥4

0.001
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0.1

1

m
V �MeV⇥

C
V
�solid⇥

,
C
A
�dashe

d⇥

FIG. 3. The parameter space necessary to satisfy experimen-tal constraints. Solid lines refer to constraints on Cµ
V . Dashedlines refer to constraints on Cµ

A. The green band, outlined bysolid lines, is the constraint on Cµ
V necessary to solve theproton radius problem (±2�). The shaded red region is therestricted region of Cµ

V due to the constraint that the branch-ing ratio for W goes to µ⌫�V + µ⌫�A must be less than 4%under the assumption that Cµ
A solves the muonic g � 2 prob-lem. The shaded orange region is the restricted region on Cµ

V
due to energy splittings in muonic Mg and Si at 2�. Thegreen band, outlined by dashed lines, is the constraint on Cµ

A
necessary to solve the muonic g � 2 problem (±2�) under theassumption Cµ

V solves the proton radius problem (±2�).

significantly opening up the allowed parameter space for(CA, m�).

In Fig. 3 we see that there are broad regions of param-eter space for which we can find values of Cµ
V , Cµ

A, andm� that simultaneously solve the proton radius puzzleand the muonic g � 2 discrepancy while satisfying theconsidered experimental constraints.
For completeness, we also comment on radiative cor-rections to Z ! µ+µ� decay, namely Z ! µ�µ+�V andµ�µ+�A decay as represented in Fig. 4.

Z

µ

µ

µ

� +
Z

µ

µ

µ

�

FIG. 4. Z ! µ�µ+�

This decay amplitude is

iM =
i

2
gW

cos✓W
Cµ

V ✏↵(k)✏⇤�(p3)ū(p1)

⇥
(
��(/p1

+ /p3
)

(p1 + p3)2
�↵

⇣
� 1

2
+ 2sin2✓W � 1

2
�5

⌘

� �↵
⇣

� 1

2
+ 2sin2✓W � 1

2
�5

⌘(/p2
+ /p3

)��

(p2 + p3)2

)

⌫(p2)

(6)
where k is the Z 4-momentum, p1 is the muon 4-momentum, p2 is the anti-muon 4-momentum, and p3is the �V 4-momentum. As with the W decay, here weonly focus on the vector contribution to the Z decay, butone can easily show that the axial vector contribution isequivalent up to an overall minus sign (which is irrelevantto the decay amplitude squared).In this case, cancellations between the two diagramsensure the Ward identity is satisfied. Therefore, there isno poor behavior at high energies when the � is longi-tudinally polarized. This is seen in the logarithmic de-pendence of the decay width (7) on m� (which resemblesthat of the W decay (5)),

�Z =
GF m3

Z

⇥
(Cµ

V )2 + (Cµ
A)2

⇤ ⇥
1
2 � 2sin2(✓W )cos(2✓W )

⇤
48

p
2⇡3

⇥
(

log2 m2
Z

m2
�

� 4 log
m2

Z

m2
�

+ 5 � ⇡2

3

)

(7)

As in the calculation of the W ! µ⌫� decay, we haveneglected the muon mass, and we have expanded the Z’sdecay width in (7) to leading order in m�/mZ . Thesesteps are motivated by the arguments given in the para-graph following (5).

III. SCALAR THEORY

We also consider a scalar theory which is well behavedwithout the addition of any shadow particles. The inter-action Lagrangian is

Lint,S = �S

h
Cµ

S  ̄µ µ + Cp
S  ̄p p

i
(8)

+ �P

h
Cµ

P  ̄µ�5 µ + Cp
P  ̄p�5 p

i

where �S is the scalar field, �P is the pseudo-scalar fieldwhere m�S ⌘ m�P , and the C’s (with corresponding su-perscripts and subscripts) are the corresponding couplingstrengths. In this section it is understood that � refersto either �S or �P .
As with the vector theory, we again consider the con-straint due to the branching ratio of W ! µ⌫�S plusW ! µ⌫�P . The decay amplitude for both scalar andpsuedoscalar cases is given by the Feynman diagram inFig. 5.

FIG. 4: Z ! µ�µ+�

This decay amplitude is

iM =
i

2
gW

cos✓W
Cµ

V ✏↵(k)✏⇤�(p3)ū(p1)

⇥
(
��(/p1

+ /p3
)

(p1 + p3)2
�↵

⇣
� 1

2
+ 2sin2✓W � 1

2
�5

⌘

� �↵
⇣

� 1

2
+ 2sin2✓W � 1

2
�5

⌘(/p2
+ /p3

)��

(p2 + p3)2

)

⌫(p2)

(6)
where k is the Z 4-momentum, p1 is the muon 4-momentum, p2 is the anti-muon 4-momentum, and p3is the �V 4-momentum. As with the W decay, here weonly focus on the vector contribution to the Z decay, butone can easily show that the axial vector contribution isequivalent up to an overall minus sign (which is irrelevantto the decay amplitude squared).In this case, cancellations between the two diagramsensure the Ward identity is satisfied. Therefore, there isno poor behavior at high energies when the � is longi-tudinally polarized. This is seen in the logarithmic de-pendence of the decay width (7) on m� (which resemblesthat of the W decay (5)),

�Z =
GF m3

Z

⇥
(Cµ

V )2 + (Cµ
A)2

⇤ ⇥
1
2 � 2sin2(✓W )cos(2✓W )

⇤
48

p
2⇡3

⇥
(

log2 m2
Z

m2
�

� 4 log
m2

Z

m2
�

+ 5 � ⇡2

3

)

(7)

As in the calculation of the W ! µ⌫� decay, we haveneglected the muon mass, and we have expanded the Z’sdecay width in (7) to leading order in m�/mZ . Thesesteps are motivated by the arguments given in the para-graph following (5).

III. SCALAR THEORY

We also consider a scalar theory which is well behavedwithout the addition of any shadow particles. The inter-action Lagrangian is

Lint,S = �S

h
Cµ

S  ̄µ µ + Cp
S  ̄p p

i
(8)

+ �P

h
Cµ

P  ̄µ�5 µ + Cp
P  ̄p�5 p

i

where �S is the scalar field, �P is the pseudo-scalar fieldwhere m�S ⌘ m�P , and the C’s (with corresponding su-perscripts and subscripts) are the corresponding couplingstrengths. In this section it is understood that � refersto either �S or �P .
As with the vector theory, we again consider the con-straint due to the branching ratio of W ! µ⌫�S plusW ! µ⌫�P . The decay amplitude for both scalar andpsuedoscalar cases is given by the Feynman diagram inFig. 5.

• Tuning (e.g. vector vs axial-vector)
• Preferential  coupling to µ and p
• No UV completion and no full SM gauge inv.

Martens & Ralston (2016),  
Liu, McKeen & Miller (2016),  
Batell et. al (2016), Carlson (2014)

BSM explanations “unnatural”  and small window!
BUT more natural extensions for

RH < Rµp < Rscatt
Pospelov
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The proton radius puzzle

• μp experiment

• μp theory

• H experiments

• BSM physics

• e-p scattering

hr2pi = �6~2 dGE(Q2)

dQ2

���
Q2=0

Higinbotham et al.,, arXiv: 1510.01293
Griffioen et al., arXiv:1509.06676
Lorenz et al., PRD 91, 014023 (2015)
Horbatsch, Hessels, Pineda, arXiv:1610.09760

Bernauer, Distler, arXiv:1606.02159
Sick, Trautmann, arXiv:1701.01809
Lee, Arrington, Hill, arXiv:1505.01489
Hoferichter et al., EPJA 52, 331 (2016) 
Alarcon, Weiss, arXiv:1710.06430
Sick, arXiv:1801.01746
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The proton charge radii

Proton charge radius [fm]
0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.9

CODATA-2010

H spectroscopy

scatt. Mainz

scatt. JLab

p 2010µ

p 2013µ

σ6.7 
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Proton charge radius [fm]
0.8 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.9 0.92 0.94

CODATA-2010

H/D
e-p, Mainz, 2010

e-p, JLab, 2011

dispersion 2007 

dispersion 2012

p 2010µ

p 2013µ
Lee, 2015

Sick, 2015
Griffionen, 2015

Hessels, 2015
Higinbotham, 2015

Horbatsch, 2016
d, 2016µ

H(2S-4P) 2017 H(1S-3S) 2018
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The proton charge radii market
Alarcon, Weiss, arXiv:1710.06430
Sick, arXiv:1801.01746

The traditional 
scattering experts 

confirm large values.

H(1S-3S)
MPQ 2018

H(2S-2P)
Toronto 

Preliminary 
values from H
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The proton charge radii market
Alarcon, Weiss, arXiv:1710.06430
Sick, arXiv:1801.01746

The traditional 
scattering experts 

confirm large values.

H(1S-3S)
MPQ 2018

H(2S-2P)
Toronto 

Preliminary 
values from H
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Proton charge radius [fm]
0.8 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.9 0.92 0.94

CODATA-2010

H/D
e-p, Mainz, 2010

e-p, JLab, 2011

dispersion 2007 

dispersion 2012

p 2010µ

p 2013µ
Lee, 2015

Sick, 2015
Griffionen, 2015

Hessels, 2015
Higinbotham, 2015

Horbatsch, 2016
d, 2016µ

H(2S-4P) 2017 H(1S-3S) 2018
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The proton charge radii on the market

The traditional 
scattering experts 

confirm large values.

H(1S-3S)
MPQ 2018

H(2S-2P)
Toronto 

Preliminary 
values from H

Ashot et al., PRad, JLAB

New value from e-p 
scattering will be 
soon available
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The race to the proton radius solution
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The race to the proton radius solution

Atomic spectroscopy
• H(2S-2P)  (Toronto)
• H(1S-3S)  (LKB, MPQ)
• H(2S-4P)  (MPQ)
• H2, H2+, HD, HD+,HT (LKB, LaserLaB, ETH)
• He+  (LaserLaB, MPQ)
• He   (LaserLab)
• Li+     (Mainz)
• Muonium      (ETH, PSI)
• Positronium  (ETH, UC London) 
• Rydberg states in H-like ions     (NIST)
• Rydberg states in optical lattice (Ann Arbor)

 Muonic spectroscopy
• μd                      
• μ3He, μ4He  
• μp HFS
• μLi ?       

 Scattering
• e-p, PRad (JLAB)
• e-p, ISR & MAGIX (Mainz)
• μ-p, e-p,  MUSE (PSI)
• μ-p,  COMPASS (CERN)
• e-p, ProRad (Orsay)
• Tohoku, (Sendai)

New physics searches
K+ ! µ+⌫e+e�
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µ-

d
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2S-2P spectroscopy of muonic deuterium (𝛍d)

 - 50.0 THz (GHz)ν
700 800 9000

5

10 CODATA this value #1p + isoµ

1ν

F=5/2
3/2 2P→ F=3/2

1/22S

sig
na

l [
ar

b.
 u

ni
ts]

µp [meV] µd [meV]
QED 206 229 ⇥1.1
khr2i 4 28 ⇥7
TPE 0.03 1.7 ⇥56
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2S-2P spectroscopy of muonic deuterium (𝛍d)

 [fm] 
d

Deuteron charge radius r
2.12 2.125 2.13 2.135 2.14 2.145

dµ
p + isoµ

CODATA-2010

D spectroscopy

e-d scatt.

Pohl et al., Science 353, 669 (2016)
Krauth et al., Ann. Phys. 336 168 (2016)
Hernandez et. al., PLB 736, 344 (2014)
Pachucki et al., PRA 91, 040503(R) (2015)
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2S-2P spectroscopy of muonic deuterium (𝛍d)

 [fm] 
d

Deuteron charge radius r
2.12 2.125 2.13 2.135 2.14 2.145

dµ
p + isoµ

CODATA-2010

D spectroscopy

e-d scatt.

H/D shift: r2d � r2p =3.820 07(65) fm2

µp : rp = 0.84087(39) fm

�
) rd = 2.12771(22) fm

Consistency of muonic results
with 1S-2S H/D isotopic-shift The 2.5𝜎 difference:

• incomplete nuclear polarizabilty?
• BSM physics NOT coupling to n

        (reduced mass effect)?Pachucki, Bacca, Barnea, 
Gorchtein, Carlson….
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2S-2P spectroscopy of muonic deuterium (𝛍d)

 [fm] 
d

Deuteron charge radius r
2.12 2.125 2.13 2.135 2.14 2.145

dµ
p + isoµ

CODATA-2010

D spectroscopy

e-d scatt.

H/D shift: r2d � r2p =3.820 07(65) fm2

µp : rp = 0.84087(39) fm

�
) rd = 2.12771(22) fm

7𝜎 from CODATA BUT CODATA
contains proton-data
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2S-2P spectroscopy of muonic deuterium (𝛍d)

 [fm] 
d

Deuteron charge radius r
2.12 2.125 2.13 2.135 2.14 2.145

dµ
p + isoµ

CODATA-2010

D spectroscopy

e-d scatt.

H/D shift: r2d � r2p =3.820 07(65) fm2

µp : rp = 0.84087(39) fm

�
) rd = 2.12771(22) fm

3.5𝜎 from ONLY D-data

 double discrepancy
- proton sector
- deuteron sector

 Problem with H/D exp (R∞)?
 Problem with H/D th.?
 BSM with no coupling to n?
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Deuteron radius

Hernandez 2018:  Phys. Lett. B
Pachucki 2018:     1803.10313

[fm]
d

Deuteron charge radius r

2.12 2.125 2.13 2.135 2.14 2.145

1

2

3

4

5

6

dμ
(Science 2016)

(+ Hernandez 2018)
(+ Pachucki 2018)

p + isoμ
(Science 2016)
(+ Pachucki 2018)

CODATA-2010

D spectroscopy

e-d scatt.

dispersion 2012
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2S-2P spectroscopy of muonic deuterium (𝛍d)
H/D shift: r2d � r2p =3.820 07(65) fm2

µp : rp = 0.84087(39) fm

�
) rd = 2.12771(22) fm

Hernandez et al, PLB (2018) 
Pachucki et al., arXiv:1803.10313 

3.820 70(31) fm2

Theory update 
Slightly improve the consistency of the muonic results
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The proton charge radius from muonic deuterium

Proton charge radius [fm]
0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.9

CODATA-2010

H spectroscopy

scatt. Mainz

scatt. JLab

p 2010µ

p 2013µ

d + iso 2016µ σ6.7 

Pohl et al., Nature 466, 213 (2010)
Antognini et al., Science 339, 417 (2013)
Pohl et al., Science 353, 669 (2016)

Small value of the proton 
radius is confirmed from µd

H/D shift: r2d � r2p =3.820 07(65) fm2

µd : rd = 2.1256(8) fm

�
) rp = 0.8356(20) fm
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Proton charge radius [fm]
0.8 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.9 0.92 0.94

CODATA-2010

H/D
e-p, Mainz, 2010

e-p, JLab, 2011

dispersion 2007 

dispersion 2012

p 2010µ

p 2013µ
Lee, 2015

Sick, 2015
Griffionen, 2015

Hessels, 2015
Higinbotham, 2015

Horbatsch, 2016
d, 2016µ

H(2S-4P) 2017 H(1S-3S) 2018
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The proton charge radii on the market

The traditional 
scattering experts 

confirm large values.

H(1S-3S)
MPQ 2018

H(2S-2P)
Toronto 

Preliminary 
values from H

Ashot et al., PRad, JLAB

New value from e-p 
scattering will be 
soon available
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µ-

4He++
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Spectroscopy of muonic Helium (𝛍4He+)
Muonic helium ions

F=1
F=2
F=0
F=1

F=0

F=1

2P3/2

2P1/2
2P

2P3/2
2P1/2

2P

2S1/22S1/2

µ4He+ µ3He+

Randolf Pohl PhiPsi17 , 28 June 2017 16

µ4He+(2S1/2→ 2P3/2)

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1
-310×

Frequency [THz]
366 367 368 369 370 371 372

Ev
en

ts
 / 

Pr
om

pt
∆E(2S−2P) = 1668.487( 14)meV(QED)

−106.358( 7)meV/fm2 · ⟨r2⟩
+6.761( 77)meV(Friar)

+3.296(189)meV(polarizability)

+146.197( 12)meV(fine structure)
Diepold et al., 1606.05231

Thanks to the theorists!

expt’l accuracy: 17 GHz ≡ 0.066 meV

r(4He) = 1.68xxx ( 19)exp ( 58)theo fm PRELIMINARY

vs. 1.68100 (400) fm from e-He scattering

(plus the other transition µ4He+(2S1/2→ 2P1/2))

1st µ4He-ion resonance at ∼ 812 nm wavelength

Randolf Pohl PhiPsi17 , 28 June 2017 17

�E(2S�2P3/2) = 1668.487(14)| {z }
QED

� 106.358(7)R2
E| {z }

finite size

+6.761(77) + 3.296(189)| {z }
TPE

+146.197(12)| {z }
fine splitting

[meV]

 Experimental accuracy:                  17 GHz (0.066 meV)
 Statistics / Laser freq. / systematics unc.:     17 GHz / 100 MHz / 10 MHz 

 Theory uncertainty:                         0.205 meV
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TPE: the key to extract precise charge radii

36

chiral EFT
few-necleoun th.

Phenomenological:
- dispersion relations
- data
- sum rules

Dinur, Ji, Barnea, 
Bacca, Hernandez

For µ3He
Dispersion:           15.14 (49) meV 
Few-nucleon th.:   15.46 (39) meV

Carlson, Gorchtein, 
Vanderhaeghen

Impressive 
improvement in last 

years
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Alpha-particle radius from 𝛍4He+ spectroscopy
4He charge radii

alpha charge radius [fm]
1.66 1.665 1.67 1.675 1.68 1.685

Carboni 1977

Ottermann 1985

Sick 2008

This workPRELIMINARY

wrong µ4He

Randolf Pohl PhiPsi17 , 28 June 2017 18

Excellent agreement between scattering and muonic results

BSM contribution does not have to exceed 3 meV 
(1σ RE (Sick, 2015)  1.4 meV shift in muonic helium)

RE(
4He) = 1.67xxx(19)

exp

(58)
theo

fm (muonic helium)
RE(

4He) = 1.68100(400) fm (scattering)

Sick, arXiv1505.06924
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Impact of muonic helium (𝛍He) measurements
Constraints proton radius puzzle

Benchmark for few-nucleon theories

Improve absolute radii of 6He and 8He

When combined with He and He+ spectroscopy:
Enhanced bound-state QED test , extract R∞

Antognini et al., Can. J. Phys. 89, 47 (2011) 

[fr
om

 G
rie

ss
ha

m
m

er
] 

Help understanding the 3He-4He charge radii difference
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From the 2S-2P to HFS measurements

39

1S

2P

2S

2S-2P

1S-HFS

E
n
e
rg
y

• 2S-2P μp
• 2S-2P μd
• 2S-2P  μ3He, μ4He
• 1S-HFS μp

• From 2S-2P
   → charge radii

• From HFS
   → Zemach radius  
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Hyperfine splitting theory and goals

Measure for the  first time the 1S-HFS in µp and µHe+

the 1S-HFS  in µp 
with 1-2 ppm accuracy

- TPE contribution with 3x10-4 rel. accuracy
- Zemach radius and polarisability contributions

GoalsMeasure

�Eth
HFS = 183.788(7) + 1.0040�ETPE [meV]

Pineda & Peset (2017)

RZ =
4

⇡

Z 1

0

dQ

Q2

hGE(Q2)GM (Q2)

1 + 
� 1

i
�E

TPE

= �E
Z

+�E
Recoil

+�E
pol
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TPE: dispersion based approach

1. Structure E↵ects Through Forward Two-Photon Exchange

We are interested in the proton-structure correction, which in turn splits into three terms: Zemach
radius, recoil, and polarizability contributions:

�structure = �Z + �recoil + �pol. . (V.31)

Let us now specify the decomposition of the structure-dependent correction into the three terms of
Eq. (V.31). An examination of di↵erent decompositions of the TPE e↵ect can be found in Ref. [409].
The formalism presented by us is consistent with the choice of Carlson et al. [409].

1.6.1. Born Contribution

As stated earlier, the master formulae in Section V.1.2 contain all the structure e↵ects to order
(Z↵)5, i.e., also the Fermi energy, which has to be subtracted in the following. The TPE Born
contribution to the HFS splits into the Zemach radius contribution [269]:

�Z =
8Z↵mr

⇡

ˆ 1

0

dQ

Q2



GE(Q2)GM (Q2)

1 + 
� 1

�

⌘ �2Z↵mrRZ, (V.32)

and a recoil-type of correction:

�recoil =
Z↵

⇡(1 + )

ˆ 1

0

dQ

Q

⇢

8mM

vl + v

GM (Q2)

Q2

✓

2F1(Q
2) +

F1(Q2) + 3F2(Q2)

(vl + 1)(v + 1)

◆

�8mr GM (Q2)GE(Q2)

Q
� m

M

5 + 4vl
(1 + vl)2

F 2
2 (Q2)

�

. (V.33)

In contrast to the Zemach radius term, the recoil corrections are not zero in the static limit of the
elastic FFs.

1.6.2. Polarizability Contribution

In the polarizability contribution, we separate contributions due to the spin-dependent structure
functions g1 and g2:

�pol. =
Z↵m

2⇡(1 + )M
[�1 + �2] = �1 + �2, (V.34a)

with:

�1 = 2

ˆ 1

0
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Q
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(vl + 1)2
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+
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ˆ x0

0
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1. Structure E↵ects Through Forward Two-Photon Exchange

We are interested in the proton-structure correction, which in turn splits into three terms: Zemach
radius, recoil, and polarizability contributions:

�structure = �Z + �recoil + �pol. . (V.31)

Let us now specify the decomposition of the structure-dependent correction into the three terms of
Eq. (V.31). An examination of di↵erent decompositions of the TPE e↵ect can be found in Ref. [409].
The formalism presented by us is consistent with the choice of Carlson et al. [409].

1.6.1. Born Contribution

As stated earlier, the master formulae in Section V.1.2 contain all the structure e↵ects to order
(Z↵)5, i.e., also the Fermi energy, which has to be subtracted in the following. The TPE Born
contribution to the HFS splits into the Zemach radius contribution [269]:
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In contrast to the Zemach radius term, the recoil corrections are not zero in the static limit of the
elastic FFs.

1.6.2. Polarizability Contribution

In the polarizability contribution, we separate contributions due to the spin-dependent structure
functions g1 and g2:

�pol. =
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1. Structure E↵ects Through Forward Two-Photon Exchange

We are interested in the proton-structure correction, which in turn splits into three terms: Zemach
radius, recoil, and polarizability contributions:

�structure = �Z + �recoil + �pol. . (V.31)

Let us now specify the decomposition of the structure-dependent correction into the three terms of
Eq. (V.31). An examination of di↵erent decompositions of the TPE e↵ect can be found in Ref. [409].
The formalism presented by us is consistent with the choice of Carlson et al. [409].

1.6.1. Born Contribution

As stated earlier, the master formulae in Section V.1.2 contain all the structure e↵ects to order
(Z↵)5, i.e., also the Fermi energy, which has to be subtracted in the following. The TPE Born
contribution to the HFS splits into the Zemach radius contribution [269]:
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In contrast to the Zemach radius term, the recoil corrections are not zero in the static limit of the
elastic FFs.

1.6.2. Polarizability Contribution

In the polarizability contribution, we separate contributions due to the spin-dependent structure
functions g1 and g2:

�pol. =
Z↵m
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Elastic part (Zemach)

Recoil finite-size

Polarisability

Hagelstein, Pascalutsa, Carlson, Martynenko, Tomalak
Faustov, Vanderhaegen….

Distler, Bernauer, Sick

New g1, g2  data 
from JLAB 
almost available
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The principle of the 𝛍p HFS experiment

• Laser pulse: µp(F=0)�!µp (F=1)
• Collision: µp(F=1)+ H2 �! H2 +µp(F=0) + Ekin

• Di↵usion: the faster µp reach the target walls
• Resonance: plot number of X-rays vs. frequency
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Uncertainties and scanning range

Large BG/Signal ratio

Narrow transition

Large scan range
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Uncertainties and scanning range
3ɣ exchange≈50 ppm

Kalinowski, Pachucki
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Uncertainties and scanning range

Need to search the line with 
steps of 0.1 GHz 

      (2 ppm of HFS)
8 hours per step

   Search time must be 
< 50 days

BUT ∓3σ range = 0.17 meV
                          = 930 ppm  
                          = 42 GHz  
    450 points
    160 days (80% up time)
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Nucleon Spin Structure at low-Q: A hyperfine view
QED

check QED contributions in H to 
improve the TPE(H)
higher-order QED corrections in μp     
Summary of all contributions would 
be very helpful  (at 1 ppm level).

A TPE contribution with an 
accuracy of 25 ppm of HFS 
is needed to find the line

Zemach radius
improve determination of 
Zemach radius, mainly through 
magnetic FF
Study correlations Rz vs Rp

Polarisability contribution
re-evaluate the pol contribution 
given the new g1 and g2 data
improve chPT prediction also in 
view of interpretation of HFS 
measurement
subtraction term really absent?
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issue further, and simply keep in mind that calculations with chiral operators depend on an
additional parameter, i.e., the momentum cutoff L defined above. For comprehensive reviews
on cEFT nuclear forces we refer to the review articles by Epelbaum et al. and by Machleidt
and Entem given in Refs. [31, 32], and Ref. [33], respectively.

Chiral many-body electromagnetic current operator

One of the great advantages of the cEFT formulation is that e.m. currents are naturally
constructed with nuclear forces in a consistent way. Gauge invariance is one among the
fundamental symmetries the theory is required to satisfy. Hence, e.m. fields are coupled to
nuclear currents which satisfy the continuity equation, order by order, with chiral potentials.
Chiral two-body currents j were first investigated within cEFT by Park, Min, and Rho in
Ref. [45] and constructed up to include one-loop corrections by using covariant perturbation
theory. In recent years, the two-body operators for both r and j have been derived within two
different implementation of time-ordered perturbation theory up to include TPE corrections.
The JLab-Pisa group [37, 46–48] used standard time-ordered perturbation theory, while the
Bochum-Bonn group [49, 50] used the method of the unitary transformation, which was
also utilized to construct the N3LO (n = 4) two-body potential developed in Refs. [94–96].
Differences between these e.m. operators have been discussed at length in Refs. [37, 46–
48, 50]. Here, we will qualitatively describe the hierarchy of the e.m. currents and charge
operators that emerges from the chiral expansion, and refer to the aforementioned references
for details and formal expressions of the operators. We point out that a proper renormalization
of the e.m. OPE operators has been carried out only within the unitary transformation
formalism (see Ref. [50]).

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

(j) (n) (o)(m)(l)(k)

eQ

(�2)

eQ

(�1)

eQ

(0)

eQ

(1)

Figure 3. Diagrams illustrating one- and two-body chiral e.m. current operators entering at
LO (n = �2) [panel (a)], NLO (n = �1) [panels (b) and (c)], N2LO (n = 0) [panel (d)],
and N3LO (n = 1) [panels (e)–(o)]. The LO operator corresponds to the non-relativistic
IA operator of Eq. (8). The NLO seagull and pion-in-flight contributions lead to the current
operator of Eq. (10). The square in panel (d) represents the (Q/mN)2, or (v/c)2, relativistic
correction to the LO one-body current operator [or IA(RC)], whereas the solid circle in the
tree-level diagram illustrated in panel ( j) is associated with a gpN coupling of order eQ2 (see
text for explanation). The solid circle in panel (k) represent a vertex of order eQ. Notation is
as in Figure 2.

We start off with the e.m. current operator j, whose contributions are diagrammatically
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The same issues are critical for the  
HEP accelerator neutrino program.

New hadronic effects?

Dispersion-based approaches.

Polarizabilities, form factors and 
structure functions program

Analysis of e-p scattering

BSM

3

• Besides µ

H, we make use of the preliminary re-

sults on the Lamb shifts in muonic deuterium and

muonic 4He. In the case of µD a discrepancy similar

to that of µH between the charge radius extracted

via the Lamb shift of µD, r
µ
D = 2.1272(12) fm [28]

and the CODATA average from electronic mea-

surements, rD = 2.1213(25) fm [3], exists. This

could be also be explained by a scalar coupled to

muons that results in a change to the Lamb shift

of �

E

µD
L

= �0.368(78) meV [14, 29]. The simi-

larity of this shift to the one required in µ

H con-

strains the coupling of � to the neutron. For µ
4He,

the radii extracted from the muonic Lamb shift

measurement, r

µ
4He

= 1.677(1) fm [30], and elas-

tic electron scattering, r4He = 1.681(4) fm [31], re-

quire the change in the Lamb shift due to �

ex-

change to be compatible with zero, �

E

µ4He+

L
=

�1.4(1.5) meV [14]. Since these results are pre-

liminary, we draw constraints at the 3� level. Note

that using the ratio of nuclear to hydrogen Lamb

shifts for D and He via Eq. (2) allows us to obtain

the ratio ✏n/✏p independently of the value of ✏µ and

✏p.

Using these observables (with the constraints imposed

by Eqs. (1-3)) we limit the ratio of the coupling of � to

neutrons and protons, ✏n/✏p, as shown in Fig. 2. If the

couplings to neutron and proton are of the same sign,

these constraints are qui
te strong, driven by the neutron-

208Pb scattering limits for m� . 10 MeV and the µ

4He

measurement for larger masses. If the couplings are of

opposite sign, they interfere destructively, masking the

e↵ects of the � and substantially weakening the limits on

the magnitudes of ✏n, ✏p.

For a given value of ✏n/✏p, we can use the shift of the

binding energy in N

= Z

nuclear matter and the dif-

ference in binding energies of 3H and 3He to constrain

✏p. We show these bounds in Fig. 1, varying ✏n/✏p over

its allowed range as a function of m�. These measure-

ments limit the mass of the scalar that simultaneously

explains the proton radius and (g � 2)µ discrepancies to

100 keV . m� . 100 MeV. These upper and lower limits

on the allowed value of m� are also indicated on the plot

of the required values of ✏µ in Fig. 3.

We now explore the coupling of the scalar to electrons,

which is of particular experimental importance because

electrons are readily produced and comparatively sim-

ple to understand. The limits on the coupling ✏e are

similar to many that have been placed on the dark pho-

ton in recent years (see, e.g. [33]). Below, we describe

the experimental quantities used to derive limits on the

electron-scalar coupling
.

Scalar exchange shifts the anomalous magnetic mo-

ment of the electron; see Eq. (1) with l

= e

. As empha-

sized in Ref. [34], the measurement of (g�2)e is currently

used to extract the fine structure constant. A constraint

on ✏e can therefore be derived by comparing the inferred

value of ↵ with a value obtained from a measurement that

FIG. 4. (Color online) Exclusion (shaded regions) plot for

✏e. The thick red, thin blue, thin dashed yellow, and thick

dashed green lines correspond to the constraints from electron

anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)e, beam dump experi-

ments, Bhabha scattering, and the Lamb shift of hydrogen.

The region between the two vertical gray regions are allowed

using the scalar mass range from Fig. 1. The regions A and

B (dotted) could be covered by proposed experiments in [32],

[10], and the study [33].

isn’t sensitive to the contribution of the scalar boson. We

use the precision study of 87Rb [35]. Requiring that these

two measurements agree implies that �ae < 1.5⇥ 10�12

(2 S.D.).
Bhabha scattering, e

+
e

� ! e

+
e

�, can be used to

search for the scalar boson by looking for a resonance

due to �

exchange. Motivated by earlier results from

heavy-ion collisions near the Coulomb barrier, a group

working at GSI [36] used a clean time-stable monoener-

getic positron beam incident on a metallic Be foil. No

resonances were observed at the 97% C.L. within the

experimental sensitivity of 0.5 b eV/sr (c.m.) for the

energy-integrated di↵erential cross section. Given the

small value of ✏e the only relevant process is the s-
channel

exchange of a �

boson. Using a narrow width approxi-

mation, the energy-integr
ated di↵erential cross section

in

the c.m. frame is given by

Z
d

p
s

d

�

d

⌦
= ✏

2
e

↵

⇡

4m�

s
1�

4m2
e

m

2
�

.

(8)

Beam dump experiments have long been used to search

for light, weakly coupled particles that decay to leptons

or photons [32, 33, 37].
If coupled to electrons, � bosons

could be produced in such experiments and decay to

e

+
e

� or �

�

pairs depending on its mass. The produc-

tion cross section for the scalar boson, not in the cur-

rent literature, is discussed in a longer paper [38] to be

presented at a later time. Previous work simplified the

evaluation of the integral over phase space by using the

Weizacker-Williams (WW) approximation. However, the

approximation relies on an assumption that the mass of

the new particle is much greater than electron mass. Our

?
2

4. Finally, it is also possible that some “intermedi-
ate range” force is responsible for the discrepancy.
Should such a new force carrier exist in the MeV-
100 MeV mass range, it could potentially a↵ect the
µH Lamb shift directly. Constructing a model that
would be not immediately ruled out by the existing
constraints on dark forces in this range is a di�cult
challenge [12–14].

Further background information and discussion can be
found in the recent review [15].

The search for a resolution to the rp discrepancy is
important because it carries strong implications for the
precision of theoretical evaluation of the muon g � 2.
Suppose, for example, that either “unexpected” e↵ects
of strong interactions (solution 2 above), or some new
physics (solution 4) is responsible for inducing, e.g., a
large proton-muon interaction term,

�L ' C( ̄µ µ)( ̄p p), (1)

where coe�cient the C needs to be ⇠ (4⇡↵) ⇥ 0.01 fm2

in order to explain the discrepancy in rp measurements.
This e↵ective interaction is shown on the left of Fig. 1.
One can then estimate the typical shift to the muon g�2
that this interaction would imply by integrating out the
proton, leading to the two-loop e↵ect on the right of
Fig. 1. (Other charged hadrons presumably would con-
tribute as well.) Using (1) as a starting point, we perform
a simple estimate by rescaling the well-known perturba-
tive formula for the two-loop Higgs/heavy quark contri-
butions to the muon g � 2 found in, e.g., [16]. Since
we are converting a dimension-6 operator in (1) into the
dimension-5 g � 2 operator, the result is linearly diver-
gent and presumably is stabilized by some hadronic scale
⇤had, where neither the coe�cient C nor the proton-
photon vertex can be considered local. Taking a wide
range for ⇤had, from a proton mass scale mp to a very
light dynamical scale ⇠ m⇡, one arrives at the follow-
ing estimates of a typical expected shift for the muon
anomalous magnetic moment,

�(aµ) ⇠ �C ⇥ ↵mµmp

8⇡3
⇥
⇢

1.7; ⇤had ⇠ mp

0.08; ⇤had ⇠ m⇡
, (2)

which, after inputing the value of C implied by the rp
discrepancy results in

5 ⇥ 10�9 <⇠ |�(aµ)| <⇠ 10�7. (3)

Clearly, the upper range of this possible shift is enor-
mous while the lower range is still large, on the order
of the existing discrepancy in muon g � 2. It is three
times the size of the current estimates for the hadronic
light-by-light contributions, and one order of magnitude
larger than the uncertainty claimed for that contribution.
These estimates show that if indeed large muon-proton
interactions are responsible for the rp discrepancy, one
can no longer insist that theoretical calculations of the
muon g�2 are under control. Thus, a resolution of the rp

µ

µµ

µ

p

p

p

�

�

FIG. 1. Left:the e↵ective proton-muon interaction resulting
from unexpectedly large QCD e↵ects or new physics that is
responsible for the rp discrepancy. Right: the two-loop con-
tribution to the muon g � 2 that results from the interaction
on the left after integrating out the proton.

problem is urgently needed in light of the new significant
investments made in the continuation of the experimental
g � 2 program.
In this paper, we entertain the possibility (solution 4)

that a new vector force is responsible for the discrep-
ancy. Our goal is to investigate the status of this vec-
tor force in light of the g � 2 results for the electron
and muon and to derive additional constraints from the
hyperfine structure of muonium. As we will show, the
presence of a parity-violating coupling to the muon is a
very likely consequence of such models, and in light of
that we calculate the two-loop constraint on the parity
violating muon-nucleon forces imposed by ultra-precise
tests of parity in the electron sector. We believe that
our analysis is timely, given the new experimental infor-
mation that will soon emerge from the measurement of
the Lamb shift in muonic deuterium and helium and the
new e↵orts at making the ordinary hydrogen measure-
ments more precise.
Our approach to the new force is purely phenomeno-

logical. At the same time it is important to realize that
the embedding of such new force into the structure of the
SM is very di�cult and so far no fully consistent models
of such new interaction have been proposed. (The clos-
est attempt, the gauged µR model of Ref. [14], su↵ers
from a gauge anomaly and thus must be regarded as an
e↵ective model up to some ultraviolet scale, close to the
weak scale.) Therefore, even a phenomenologically suc-
cessful model that would explain the rp discrepancy and
pass through all additional constraints should be viewed
at this point as an exercise which can be taken more seri-
ously only if a credible SM embedding is found, or if the
new force hypothesis finds further experimental support.
We illustrate the need for the consistent SM em-

bedding explicitly, by considering the high-energy con-
straints on the muon-specific vector force. We show that
normally not-so-precise observables such as W -boson de-
cay branching fractions become extremely constraining,
since they are a↵ected by the muon-specific force because
of the breaking of the full SM gauge invariance. We ob-
serve that ⇠ (E/mµ)2 enhancement of all charged cur-
rent e↵ects is a generic price for the absence of a consis-
tent SM embedding, which strongly disfavors such mod-


